).
INTRODUCTION R. Kannan ([6]) 1968 proved that if ( , )
Xd is a complete metric space and : S X X  is mapping, it Gähler ([9] ) 1965 gave the term of 2-normed space, and White ( [1] ) 1968 the term of 2-Banach space. Some results about 2-Banach spaces are given in [7] . In this paper we will firstly give some basic definitions and results in a vector 2-normed space. is said closure on C . If CC  , then C is said closed in L .
Definition 1 ([9]). Let

Deffinition 6 ([4]). Let ( ,|| , ||)
L  be a real vector 2-normed space, B be a nonempty subset of L and eB  . The set B is said e  bounded if it exists a real positive number 0 M  , so that || , || x e M  , for each xB  . If B is e  bounded for each eB  , then B is said bounded set.
Hatikrishnan and Ravindran in [4] gave the term of contractive mapping in 2-normed space as the following:
Deffinition 7 ([4]). Let ( ,|| , ||)
L  be a real vector 2-normed space. The mapping :
Hatikrishnan and Ravindran in [4] proved that contractive mapping has a unique fixed point in a closed and bounded subset of 2-Banach space. , then S has a unique fixed point in C (theorem 1, [2] and theorem 2, [2] , respectively).
If the condition (1) is satisfied, then we get generalization of Kannan theorem, otherwise if the condition (2) is satisfied, then we get the generalization of Chatterjea theorem.  . Therefore, the latter implies that
GENERALIZATIONS
holds true for each non-negative 0,1,2,... n  and each zL  . Further, (4) implies that 
for each nN and each zL  . For n , the latter is transformed as the following
u is a fixed point on S . We will prove that S has a unique fixed point. Let ,
the condition (3) transforms as (1). That actually means that Theorem 1, [2] is
Consequence of the Theorem 1. 
for each 0,1,2,... n  and each zL  , and
 . Further, (7) implies that 
  and 21   Then, S has a unique fixed point in L .
Proof. The condition inequality implies that (2) holds true for all ,, x y z L  . Thus, the statement is a direct implication of the theorem 2.
Koparde and Waghmode in [5] 
holds true for all , x y C  , and
, then S has a unique fixed point in C . In the following consideration we will generalize the above result in 2-Banach spaces. 
holds true for each 0,1,2,... n  and each zL  . The condition stated in the above theorem implies that
 . Therefore, the latter inequality implies that
holds true for each 0,1,2,... n  and each zL  . Thus, the inequality (13) implies that . Then T has a unique fixed point in L .
Proof. For 0
  in the Theorem 3, we get the required statement. 
COMMON FIXED POINTS OF MAPPINGS
holds true for all ,, is satisfied, then it is easy to be proven that n z x L  is a common fixed point in 1 S and 2 S . Therefore, let suppose that it does not exist three equivalent consecutive terms of the sequence {} n x . Thus, 
